
Hi, I’m Cobus /
and this is Moonshine



|Countdown To Lift-Off|

Bubbly, frothing and ticklish carbonated drinks and beer promise a 
welcome taste of home to faraway space travellers

The thrill of living in space can bring many discomforts for people, yet 
they endure it. The nausea of space sickness, disrupted sleep without 
the familiar pressure of a bed, and tasteless meals eaten from plastic 
boxes are fine as long as the novelty of being in space lasts.

However, after a while, the rush of excitement will inevitably fade, 
and astronauts will begin to long for the comforts of home. For 
example, the nose-tickling bubbles of refreshing carbonated drinks 
or a cold beer after work; these simple pleasures we take for granted 
on Earth could do wonders for morale among future long-term space 
travellers.



|Because Beer|

Beer is the oldest and most familiar of all the carbonated beverages 
people enjoy drinking today. Beer has likely been a part of society 
since human civilisation first arose. Historians believe that the 
ancient Mesopotamians and Sumerians were brewing beer as early 
as 10,000 BC. The ancient Egyptians and Chinese brewed beer, as did 
pre-Columbian civilisations in the Americas.

For the tradition of beer and its fizzy counterparts to continue as 
people begin settling space, a few questions must first be answered:

1| What happens to carbonation when there’s no buoyancy to bring 

the bubbles to the top?

2| Can space beer form a proper head?

3| How do you dispense a beverage and keep the carbonation in 

solution until the person is ready to drink?

Changes in temperature and pressure, or even physical agitation 
of the beverage as it is being dispensed, can cause carbonation to 
come out of solution prematurely. Because bubbles don’t rise in 
microgravity, the result can be a foamy mass. 

This problem was addressed by experiments flown on the shuttle by 
The Coca-Cola Company, again with the help of BioServe.

Their dispensing device flown on the shuttle managed to serve a 
drinkable cola, and it controlled the beverage’s temperature during 
mixing and dispensing with computer accuracy and minimised 
agitation. The pressure around the fluid can be constantly controlled 
by dispensing the drink into a collapsible bag inside the bottle, thus 
preventing the carbonation from coming out too quickly.

As I advance with my dispensing design (Space Drinking Module), 
similar technology should be able to provide an effective solution to 
enjoy carbonated space beers. Unfortunately, it won’t lend itself to a 
traditional frosty glass mug. But, I believe that enjoying the beverage 
out of the product I have designed will be much more speculative and 
fictitious yet basic and grounded in functionality, ‘a fun way to drink 
beer’.

So it is not exactly like having a beer on Earth, but astronauts and future 
space tourists might welcome a sip from this strange contraption I 
have designed. Bubbly, frothing, and ticklish - a taste of home.

Left| A fizzy Coca-Cola droplet floats aboard the Space Shuttle in 
August 1985. In a weightless environment, bubbles of carbon dioxide 
(carbonation) are not buoyant, so they remain randomly distributed 
in the fluid.



|Floating On Air|

1. Press Button 2. Extend Loop 3. Wrist Movement

The Space Drinking Module transforms the act of sharing a drink 
into something that has never been seen before. Without gravity’s 
helping hand, it’s a high-tech bottle design that is to use in three 
simple steps. Using the carbon dioxide in the liquid expels the drink 
to be collected in the serving loop, where it is concentrated into a 
droplet of bubbles. It can then be passed to someone and released 
into the air, where it floats until gathered up by the user. 

The button that is used to serve 

carbonated drink is located at the 

bottom of the dispenser.

The beverage then exits through 

the neck using the CO2 within, 

gathering in the loop.

The liquid is then released into the 

air, where the foam ball will float 

until consumed.



|Celebrating In Space|

S.D.M’s iconic look is engineered and designed especially for drinking 
beer in space. It features a tapering stem crowned by a slightly 
concave loop five centimetres in diameter. Surface tension makes the 
floating droplets adhere to the aluminium loop, allowing it to be raised 
towards the lips. The design enables the bottle to be clinked together 
in a toast, a vital part of reacting to the familiar drinking ritual in the 
far-off corners of space. As the designer, this was a critical factor 
in bringing the Space Drinking Module into being. In the context of 
changing space tourism and future expeditions to Mars and beyond, 
creating ways to help the user feel more human has become a key 
priority. 
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|Tasting The Future|

This innovation is not confined to technology. The beer takes on new 
and unsuspected taste characteristics in the unique conditions of 
weightlessness. The sensations begin as soon as the liquid leaves the 
dispenser, appearing as a buoyant foam ball. The novelty continues 
when the beverage enters the mouth, where the foam transforms 
itself into a liquid. 



|Simple Functionality|

The serving loop crowned on top of the neck of the dispenser can be 
opened by using the loop itself by passing the index finger and gently 
sliding it up along the guides into place. A clicking noise will indicate 
you have reached the maximum height to which the loop can extend.



|About The Technology|

The shell housing made of aeronautical-grade aluminium protects 
the bottle and prevents any failure from the pressurised liquid from 
escaping. Even if not probable, a failure of the dispenser could result 

in unwanted material in the habitat, which is not acceptable.

Beverage Flow| 

The beverage flows in one direction through the stem-like neck cavity 
of the dispenser when released from the extruded vent, then escapes 
through the top and forms together in the serving loop.

Liquid Siphon|

The surrounding liquid within the pressurised compartment is sucked 
into the elongated vent when the button is pressed beneath—causing 
a siphon that creates a strong liquid flow outwards into the dispenser 
neck cavity, eliminating the need of a battery power source and solely 
using the carbonated gas.





|The Space Drinking Module|

A physical concept of the final dispensing unit; visually showing the 
dimensions and use in action to explain the bottle’s function.



|Digital Representation|

AR Model

Animation


